
An Introduction to Audio Editing



Listen First with Headphones
Capture the Best Quality



Use Proper Equipment
in a place where sound is absorbed 

by sound canceling panels 
(or your clothes closet!)



Gathering Sounds

Field sounds:



Making Sounds:

Foley



Making Tonal Sounds

vocally
acoustically 

electronically



Understand the Basic Formal Qualities of Sound:

FORM (Shape of sound over time)

PITCH (frequency of vibration)  low to high tones. 440 hz is A, 

VOLUME (intensity) (amplitude of waveform) measured in decibels 
a soft whisper is -30db, aim for -12—20 average. Peak not over -6
Turning up by 3db doubles strength, up 10db increases x10

TEMPO: speed of the beat bpm. 50 ppm Deliberate/ 80normal/ 120 lively)

RHYTHM (pattern or arrangement of tones, regular/syncopated)

TEXTURE (integration of layers/ chewiness!)

TIMBRE /VOICE (tone color and quality, distinguish instrument, overtones)

ARTICULATION/ EXPRESSION: (ie.staccato/legato)

SPACIAL ARRANGEMENT(stereo/ surround, etc)

MELODY/ HARMONY (Musical Sentence of pitches/ interaction of tones)

http://onlinetonegenerator.com/

http://onlinetonegenerator.com/


PITCH or FREQUENCY Arrangement

BASS/  LOWEST TONES/ BACKGROUND?

ROOM TONE/ AMBIENT / NO GAPS!

TENOR / MID / LOW /

ALTO/  MID UPPER/ SPOKEN VOICE

SOPRANO/ HIGHER/ CRISP SOUNDSaudio track 1

audio track 2

audio track 3

audio track 4

audio track 5



FORM (OR ARCHITECTURE)(SHAPE OF TIME)  Draw as graph…
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Edit Basics in Premiere Pro Or Go directly to Audition

Send file to Audition,
save and it will update
in Premiere

Control + CLICK on audio 
clip in timeline

choose: Edit in Adobe 
Audition

Clip in timeline changes 
“render and replace” as an 
Extracted Clip

In Audition go to 
File/  New/ Audio File

Name it.

or use the Files Panel and
click on the import file button.

Double Click file to Edit

Save file to import to Premiere
 

Don’t send files back and forth

Don’t send files back and forth,
keep audition project or reopen an original copy



Audition Interface

project files 

effects rack 

audio meters for  
effects rack 

history 

choose waveform to edit one clip, multitrack to edit layers of clips that play at the same time 

Waveform Display 
Spectral Display 

HEADS UP DISPLAY  (HUD) 

I-beam, marquee, lasso, paintbrush, healing brush Zoom Navigator,   timeline ruler 



The Waveform Editor

position in time                stop-play-pause-loop                 record      magnify vertically/horz  fit clip in window

use I beam selector to select region   

use knob to rise or lower amplitude 
(volume) of that sectionposition in time               

drag for
fade 

control

snapping



. A Drag the divider to change the proportion of each. B Click the triangle to show or hide the spectral display.  
 

Drag the divider to change the proportion of each. 

brightest color is loudest noise

higher on the spectrum is treble, lower bass

purplish grain is mostly noise.

curved lines here might be distinct noise or harmonics of a noise

left to right is time

waveform and spectral display 

in sync unless you magnify one

The Spectral Display below the Waveform Editor



Always try to use the Effects Rack first to apply corrections: The effects rack
allows you to test corrections before applying them therefore allowing for non 
destructive editing.

green button is ON     gray is OFF



Get rid of clicks and pops and extra loud areas before compression

green button is ON
gray is OFF



Use Compression to bring the loudest sounds down (with the threshold)
and the body of the sound up (with the gain)  try gentle adjustments.  
Too much will cause a burbly echoey sound.

Tube Modeled Compressor: choose presets and listen…
or try this setting…

MultiBand Compressor lets you adjust different ranges
with different compressions.  You can also slide the size 
of each section.  Lower on the right helps with esses.



A specific compressor for DE-essing…allows you to play and see the frequency that 
might be troubling.  

Threshold sets the volume of the loudest 
area..if you want to lower this go below 0 db

(all digital audio should be below 0 db)

Center frequency moves the area to be 
reduced 

Bandwidth determines it’s width

Output sibilance only lets you hear the sound 
you are removing.

Green button means it is on, gray its off.

if you apply in Effects Rack, you must choose
APPLY before exporting.



Use EQ to choose what frequency range to emphasize.  Small Adjustments!
better to lower areas than to bump up other areas too much.

The twenty band graphic equalizer, set to help enrich a female voice, but lower the esses…



DeNoisers:  Very Powerful, but easily overdone.  Make small adjustments.

First Zoom in and use the I beam tool to 
select an area with JUST the noise to 
remove.

Then Choose Capture Noise Print from the 
menu or Shift+P….this examines the sound.

Then Deselect OR Select all of the area you want to 
remove the sound in….and choose a noise reduction 
option form the list:

Adaptive Noise Reduction, 
Noise Reduction (process), etc.



Adaptive Noise Reduction…preset Light Noise reduction based on your sample.



Noise Reduction (Process…)

This is a HARD effect to get right. It is 
also DESTRUCTIVE…so if it sounds bad
after you are done, UNDO it before 
saving.

The graph shows the “sound floor”
with the blue line as the threshold 
(default is straight across…you can add 
points and adjust)

I start with 50% noise reduction, 
reduce by 10db
in this example, spectral decay at 50
smoothing at 200-300
Transition width 75 seemed to work
but if you have attack/decay…
choose .25 sec

when you check  
“Output noise only” you should not hear 
any of the sound you want to KEEP
but

remember to UNCHECK that box
before APPLYING the effect.

Here was an online suggestion
▪ Noise reduction - no more than 12 dB (9 dB is a good guideline)
▪ Sensitivity - 0 dB
▪ Frequency - smoothing 300 Hz
▪ Attack/decay time - 0.25 seconds


